Barry -

The Learning Behavior Model was my concept based on other models that have used the same framework. Though I developed it, wrote about it and promoted it when I was CLO for Knowledge Factor I still cite the Copyright for Knowledge Factor and have even cited in current presentation under Knowledge Factor and inMInd Learning and though I doubt they use it anymore and since I created it - yes you can use it! You can cited under permission of Tim Adams, co-founder and former CLO of Knowledge Factor.

I even use it in a new paper that I am developing on taking Bloom's Taxonomy to a new level of Mastery!

Give me call if you want to discuss.

Tim

On 07/14/14 10:44 AM, Barry Thompson wrote:

Hi Tim
Long time no hear! I hope you are well. I have just completed my doctorate and wish to publish my dissertation but need approval to display the "Leaning Behavior Model". I have correctly cited Bruno and others but do not know who "owns" this model and need to provide correct citing. Can you help me?
Thanks again